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The business of securing our private data is becoming more important and more relevant
each day.The benefits of electronic communication come with proportionate
risks. Critical business systems can be and are compromised regularly, and are used
for illegal purposes.There are many instances of this: Seisint (Lexis-Nexis research),
Choicepoint, Bank of America, PayMaxx, DSW Shoe Warehouses,Ameriprise, and
T-Mobile are all recent examples.

■ Seisint (Lexis-Nexis research) was hacked, potentially compromising names,
addresses, and social security and driver’s license information relating to
310,000 people.
■ Choicepoint, one of the nation’s largest information aggregators, allowed
criminals to buy the private identity and credit information of more than
150,000 customer accounts. Besides the harm done to Choicepoint’s reputation,
in late January, 2006, Choicepoint was fined $15 million by the FTC
for this breach.This figure does not include the millions of dollars spent by
Choicepoint on the cleanup of this debacle.This settlement makes it clear
that the FTC is increasingly willing to escalate security-related enforcement
actions.
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Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for DevelopersApress, 2015

	Whether you’re a marketer with development skills or a full-on web developer/analyst, Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for Developers shows you how to implement Google Analytics using Google Tag Manager to jumpstart your web analytics measurement.


	There’s a reason that so many...
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Encyclopedia of Big Data TechnologiesSpringer, 2019

	
		The Encyclopedia of Big Data Technologies provides researchers, educators, students and industry professionals with a comprehensive authority over the most relevant Big Data Technology concepts. With over 300 articles written by worldwide subject matter experts from both industry and academia, the encyclopedia covers topics...
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The Makerspace Workbench: Tools, Technologies, and Techniques for MakingMaker Media, Inc, 2013

	
		Create a dynamic space for designing and building DIY electronic hardware, programming, and manufacturing projects. With this illustrated guide, you’ll learn the benefits of having a Makerspace—a shared space with a set of shared tools—that attracts fellow makers and gives you more resources to work with....
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Chiral Amine Synthesis: Methods, Developments and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Chiral amines are powerful pharmacophores for defining new pharmaceutical drugs (Figure P.1) due to their high density of structural information and inherent ability for hydrogen bonding, yet their synthesis remains a challenge. That challenge is further appreciated when framed in the context of the following goal: the introduction of...
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Mobile IP Technology for M-BusinessArtech House Publishers, 2001
Here's a first-of-its-kind book that introduces you to the next generation of mobile networks, where IP data capability and mobile communications become integrated to form new, cutting-edge Mobile IP networks. This unique resource offers you a thorough understanding of the convergence of mobile and data technology. It explains how the prospect of...
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Mayo Clinic Cardiology: Concise Textbook (Murphy, Mayo Clinic Cardiology)CRC Press, 2006

	For busy clinicians, residents, and fellows continually challenged with a rapidly expanding body of cardiology information, this expertly conceived Third Edition of a best-selling textbook provides a contemporary succinct distillation of the current status of cardiovascular knowledge and disease. From specific diseases to particular signs,...
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